How did Jesus respond to Judas?

Fill in each row of the grid with words that match the clues. Then follow the path through the grid to fill in the blanks below.

Connects your hand to your body
Someone who doesn’t tell the truth
Opposite of “off”
Not old
Used to create a lake
Rhymes with HAM
Same as “speak”

“Leave her ___ ___ ___ ___. It was intended that she should ___ ___ ___ this ___ ___ ___ ___ for the ___ ___ ___ of my ___ ___ ___ ___. You will ___ ___ ___ ___ have the ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ you, but you will not always have ___ ____.”

Mary Anoints Jesus

Six days before the Passover, Jesus came to Bethany, where Lazarus lived.

Name 6 unusual objects in the picture, according to the clues. Then match the numbers with the letters to fill in the blanks below.

A ___ ___ ____ tweets. The ____ ___ ___ rises.
A ___ ___ ___ swims. A ___ ___ ___ flies.
A ___ ___ barks. A ___ ___ ___ plays music.
A ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ was given in Jesus’ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___.
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Mary had with her about a pint of nard, an expensive perfume. What did she do with this?

Using the list below, fill in the missing letters to find out. The first word has been completed for you.

- hair
- t and
- gran
- u red
- still
- the hou s
- fee ith
- tone with her h
- e fr
- the perfume

She pou red into

Jesu’ f _____ _____ _______ wiped His
fe_____ w_______ h_____ h_______. And
_____ e h_____ se wa____ f_______ed
w_____ h ______ f____ag_______ ce of
_____ e p____rfu_____.

What happened then?

Use this code to fill in the blanks.

1. Judas wasn’t objected
   - perfume
   - disciples
   - betray
   - year’s

2. Iscariot money poor
   - sold
   - one
   - given

But ______ of His ____________, who was

later to __________ Him, ______________,

“Why __________ this __________

_________ and the __________

_________ to the __________? It was

_________ a ___________ wages.”